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ABSTRACT.Dendrochemiary, the interpretation of elemenlal analysis of dated tree rings, can provide a temporal record of
environmental change. Using the dendrochemical rewrd requires an understanding of free biology.
. In this review, we pose
four questions concerning a~sumptionsthat underlie recent dendrochemical research: 1) Does the chemical composilik of
the wood directly reflect that of the soil? 2) Can the analysis of individual rings pinpoint the specific year of environmental
change7 3) Are differences in element concentration in the wood dirccliy relaled lo chemical differences in the sap? 4) Are
samples selected for dendrochemistry free of the effects of tree injury and infection? We suggest methods to reduce the unccrtainty from these assumptions.

INTRODUC'IION
Environmental scientists use dendrochemistry, the interpretation of elemental analysis of dated tree
rings, to reconstruct the timing of changes in the external chemical environment. Much of this
research is to discover temporal markers of environmental change (Bondietti et al. 1990; Guyette,
Henderson and Cutter 1992; McClenahen and Vimmerstedt 1993) or to find direct evidence of phytotoxicity (Berish and Ragsdale 1985). Increment cores are appealing samples for such analyses.
Sampling with an increment borer is comparatively nondestructive, environmentally benign and
usually simple to accomplish. Increment cores appear to be durable, spatially and temporally determinant and linked to the external chemical environment.
Although dendrochemistry can provide useful environmental information, trees are not passive
recorders of the external environment. Biological processes mediate the formation of the chemical
rewrd. The use of dendrochemistry to find markers of environmental change requires an understanding of tree biology. We should address specific questions during the interpretation of chemical
trends in tree rings: 1) Is the measured element taken up preferentially, discriminated against, or
does the element follow hydraulic mass-flow? 2) Is the element translocated in the apoplast or the
symplast? (The apoplast is that portion of the tree that is outside of the cytoplasm and is the aggregation of cell walls and open lumens of xylem elements (Nobel 1991). Transport in the apoplast is
passive, regulated by bulk hydraulic flow and ion displacement (Kunin 1960), and follows gradients
of decreasing concentration. The symplast is the aggregation of cytoplasm, or living cell contents,
interconnected by plasmodesmata (Nobel 1991). Transport of elements into and within the symplast
is active and is frequently counter to gradients of decreasing concentration.) 3) Finally, is translocation mediated by the symplast of a colonizing pathogen?
The details of biological expression vary from species to species. Cutter and Guyette (1993) and
DeWalle et al. (1991) considered the relative suitability of species for dendrochemistry. However, the
basic biological principles of translocation, infection, and tree response to injury and infection have
not been applied fully in the selection of species for analysis. Frequently, the method of chemical
analysis is emphasized, without an examination of how variability in the chemical record can result
from basic tree biology. This lack of examination can result in the rejection of either a particular tree
species for investigation (Zayed, Loranger and Kennedy 1992) or rejection of dendrochemistry itself.
Failure to apply basic principles of tree biology has led to the interpretation of results based on questionable assumptions. Here are some of these assumptions from research on the dendrochemistry of
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